
We have developed a new image processing method “Virtual Grid Technology” to improve the quality of degraded image due 
to scattered radiation.  This technology improves the quality of images taken without an anti-scatter grid at bedside or emer-
gency radiography.  Conventionally, grids are commonly used to reduce the influence of scattered radiation.  However, due to 
the positioning difficulties, images are often acquired without a grid for mobile examinations, which results in images with low 
contrast.  Virtual Grid calculates the component of the scattered radiation from an image exposed without a grid and improves 
the contrast and granularity to replicate that of an image exposed with a grid.  This technology resolves the problem of artifacts 
caused by misalignment when using a grid, and enables a more efficient radiographic workflow.  This report will describe an 
outline of Virtual Grid and explain its usefulness by using the experimental results. 

Abstract

1. Introduction
 The digitalization of X-ray radiography devices in the field 

of general X-ray has been extended to mobile X-ray devices, 
and gradually extended to portable examinations at the bedside 
of hospitalized patients and in the NICU (Neonatal Intensive 
Care Unit).  FUJIFILM released a cassette-type digital X-
ray diagnostic imaging unit “D-EVO” in 2010 to improve the 
image quality of portable radiography and to optimize the 
portable examination workflow using the immediacy of DR.

Grid (a metallic filter made of lead strips), which removes 
scattered X-rays, is widely used in clinical settings since it 
improves image contrast.  However, if X-rays penetrate to 
the grid at an oblique angle, uneven density appears on the 
resultant images.  Especially in portable examinations where 
the grid is often slanted due to flexture of the bed and other 
factors, uneven densities (Fig.1(a)) can be indistinguishable 

from changes in density caused by medical conditions, making 
image reading difficult.  For this reason, some medical facili-
ties sometimes perform portable examinations without a grid 
although they understand that it may cause deterioration of 
image quality due to scattered X-rays (Fig.1(b)). 

Virtual Grid is an image processing technology that converts 
deteriorated image quality due to scattered X-rays (Fig.1(b)) 
to an improved quality image (Fig. 1(c)) by reducing the 
effect of scattered X-rays. 

2. Virtual Grid Technology

2.1 Characteristics of Scattered X-Rays
As shown in Fig. 2, X-rays of a subject can be largely 

classified into two types: primary X-ray that travels straight 
through the subject and is depicted as X-ray absorption accord-
ing to the subject’s anatomical structure, and scattered X-ray 
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Fig. 1　Efficacy of Virtual Grid
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that changes its direction while travelling within the subject.  
Scattered X-rays change their characteristics according to a 
range of factors including the energy (radiation quality) of 
the irradiated X-ray, thickness of the subject and type of the 
subject (bone, muscle and/or fat).  It is known that if the type 
of the subject and the size of the X-ray irradiation fi eld are the 
same, the amount of scattered X-rays will change depending 
on the thickness of the subject and the X-ray energy (radia-
tion quality) 1).

Fig. 3 shows the Scatter-to-Primary Ratio (STPR), the ratio 
of scattered X-rays to primary X-rays after penetrating the 
subject when the X-ray irradiation fi eld is set to be the same 
size as the X-ray detector.  The STPR increases and image 
quality deteriorates as a subject gets thicker as the amount of 
scattered X-ray not contributing to the depiction of anatomi-
cal structure increases.

2.2 Virtual Grid Technology
Virtual Grid consists of “Contrast Improvement” process-

ing and “Granularity Improvement” processing to improve 
the decreased image contrast and the increased granularity 
caused by the scattered X-rays within the subject (Fig. 4).  
Below process fl ow explains how "Scattered X-Ray Estima-
tion" and "Grid Effect Calculation" processing combine to 
perform “Contrast Improvement”, and how "Noise Reduc-
tion" processing contributes for “Granularity Improvement”. 

Fig. 2　Primary and scattered X-rays

Fig. 3　STPR vs. Thickness of subject

Fig. 4　Process fl ow of Virtual Grid Technology

Fig. 5　Example method for estimating body thickness
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2.2.1 Scattered X-ray Estimation Processing
As explained in the previous section, because the effect of 

scattered X-ray changes in accordance with the thickness of 
the subject, the scattered X-ray dose can be estimated by 
determining the thickness of the subject.  The thickness of the 
subject can be estimated from the distance between the X-ray 
tube to the detector, as well as the exposure condition and the 
X-ray dose detected by the detector as shown in the example 
in Fig. 5.  First, “Scattered X-ray Estimation” processing 
estimates the X-ray dose on the surface of the detector and 
the distance between the X-ray tube and the detector from the 
exposure condition which was taken “without a subject (a).”   
Secondly, the X-ray dose immediately after penetrating the 
subject (b) is calculated from the pixel value of the observed 
image.  Finally, the image processing calculates the X-ray 
dose absorbed by the subject using the values (a) and (b) to 
estimate the thickness of the subject.

2.2.2 Grid Effect Calculation Processing
When a grid is used, the X-ray signal immediately after 

penetrating a subject is reduced according to the primary and 
scatter transmission factors of the grid before it is observed 
by the detector.  Virtual Grid replicates this action through 

calculations.  An overview of “Grid Effect Calculation” pro-
cessing is explained by using Fig. 6 below. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the “Scattered X-ray 
Estimation” processing can calculate the component of the 
scattered X-ray included in the X-ray signal immediately af-
ter penetrating a subject, and the X-ray signal can be observed 
in the resultant image and as the consequence, the primary 
X-ray component in the signal immediately after penetration 
can be calculated.  The primary and scattered X-ray signal 
after the grid can then be calculated using the primary and 
scattered X-ray signal immediately after penetrating the 
subject as well as the primary and scatter transmission factors 
of the grid.  In other words, an image similar to that exposed 
with a grid can be obtained by calculation as long as the pri-
mary X-ray dose and the scattered X-ray dose immediately 
after penetrating a subject are properly estimated.

 
2.2.3 Granularity Improvement Processing

The X-ray reaching the detector consists of the primary X-
ray components, which have structures such as lines and dots, 
and the scattered X-ray components, which do not have any 
structure.  Structure-less X-ray signal, which is contained in 
the scattered X-ray signal, increases the X-ray quantum noise 
within the image.  With “Granularity Improvement” process-
ing, the granularity of an image is improved by extracting and 
reducing the “component of structure-less noise”.

An outline of the “Granularity Improvement” processing is 
shown in Fig. 7.  In order to extract the noise components, 
this processing recognizes not only simple dot and line struc-
tures, but also recognizes more complex structures such as 
cross shaped and T shaped line structures.  Using the results 
of this recognition, a filter is applied to structure-less regions 
to reduce noise components.  As for structured region, applying 
filters with different characteristics according to the structure 
pattern reduce the noise components included even in dot and 
line structures.Fig. 6　Grid effect calculation

Fig. 7　Granularity improvement
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The result of the “Granularity Improvement” processing 
applied to a clinically exposed image of the chest region is 
shown in Fig. 8.  The granularity of the image with “Granu-
larity Improvement” processing applied (Fig. 8(c)) has been 
dramatically improved compared to the image before pro-
cessing has been applied (Fig. 8(a)).  Moreover, because the 
subject structure is not visible in the image after the noise 
component is reduced,  (Fig. 8(b)), it is clear that the “Granu-
larity Improvement” processing does not deteriorate the signal 
component.

3. Quantitative Assessment using Physical Indicators ※1

3.1 Contrast
As shown in Fig. 9, contrast is measured using an acryl-

ic physical phantom with a thickness of 1 cm.  In order to 
simulate different body types, physical phantoms were ex-
posed after being sandwiched between acrylic scattering 
objects.  Contrast is defined as the difference between the 
average density (a) of the base section of the physical phan-

tom and the average density (b) of the air hole section.  The 
measurement results are shown in Fig. 10.  The horizontal axis 
of the graph represents the total thickness of the acrylic objects 
that sandwich the phantom while the vertical axis of the graph 
represents the physical phantom contrast.  The graph shows that 
the Virtual Grid calculates different scattered X-rays accord-
ing to the thickness of the subject and is effective in improving 
contrast to the same level as when a grid is used.

3.2 Granularity
The measurement results of granularity using an acrylic 

physical phantom are shown in Fig. 11. As the comparison 
is based on the thickness of the subject, the irradiation dose 
for exposures is set such that the dose after penetrating the 
subject becomes constant (5 mR).  The horizontal axis of the 
graph represents the thickness of the acrylic objects which the 
physical phantom is being sandwiched.  The vertical axis of the 
graph represents the RMS (Root Mean Square) granularity of 
the physical phantom pixel values. The higher the value on the 
vertical axis, the worse the granularity.

Because “Granularity Improvement” processing of the Virtual 
Grid shows smaller RMS granularity values than those of images 
exposed with a grid, it is clear that this technology can signifi-
cantly improve granularity.

Fig. 9　Study condition using contrast phantom

Fig. 11　Granularity improvement by Virtual GridFig. 10　Contrast improvement by Virtual Grid

※1 Because the scattering medium used in the physical measurement is made of acrylic and differs from the human body, we used physical parameters suitable 
for the material. Further, the X-ray tube was calibrated such that a dose reaching the detector becomes 7.2 mR under the designated exposure conditions (80 
kV, 1 mAs, 100 cm). We use a DR flat panel x-ray detector FDR D-EVO 14x17” GOS (G35i) in this test. The equipment used was FUJIFILM DR CALNEO C 1417.

Fig. 8　Effect of granularity improvement (magnified)
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The improvement of the image quality is shown as the 
Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR).  The relationship between 
the thickness of the subject and CNR is presented in Fig. 12.  
When CNR for the images exposed with a grid is compared 
to that of the images exposed without a grid, CNR for images 
without a grid is higher in thin areas where there are a lot 
of primary X-rays.   Similarly, the CNR for images exposed 
with a grid is higher in thick areas where there are many scat-
tered X-rays.  This relationship shows that, the thicker the 
subject, the greater the improvement benefit in image quality 
from the grid.  We can see that for all thicknesses, the CNR 
for images exposed with the Virtual Grid is higher than that 
for images exposed with a grid. 

3.3 Sharpness
For sharpness, the MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) is 

measured with an edge method2) using a Tungsten edge with 
a thickness of 1 mm.  In order to measure the sharpness of a 
structure within the subject, the Tungsten edge was exposed 
after being sandwiched by acrylic scattering objects as shown 
in Fig. 13.  For images exposed with a grid, the grid and 
edge were placed where the grid pattern and the edge were 
set at a right angle.  Further, sharpness of subjects in various 
thicknesses was measured by changing the thickness of the 
acrylic.  The measurement results are shown in Fig. 14.  The 
horizontal axis of the graph represents the spatial frequency 
and the vertical axis of the graph represents the MTF; show-
ing that the higher the value, the greater the level of sharp-
ness.  At any subject thickness, the sharpness of the images 
exposed with the Virtual Grid was at the same level as those 
without the Virtual Grid.  Further, even when the thickness 
of the subject was increased, the sharpness was at almost the 

Fig. 12　CNR improvement by Virtual Grid Fig. 13　Study condition for sharpness measurement

Fig. 14　Sharpness of Virtual Grid

Fig. 15　Quantification of image quality by CDRAD phantom
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same level, indicating that there was virtually no degradation 
in high frequency sharpness due to scattered X-rays.

3.4 Signal Detection Capability
We compared the signal detection capability of images pro-

cessed with Virtual Grid to that of images exposed with grids.  
Signal detection capability was automatically calculated us-
ing Artinis Medical Systems’ CDRAD 2.0 phantom and its 
analysis software V2.1 3).  As shown in Fig. 15, there is one 
hole in the middle and another hole in a corner within each 
grid on the acrylic of a CDRAD phantom.  The size and depth 
of a set of holes vary in each square.  In an evaluation us-
ing a CDRAD phantom, by identifying the positions of holes 
in all squares, the CD curve showing the visibility range is 
described and IQF inv, the index value of image quality, is 
calculated.  This index is simply calculated by using the 
analysis software of the same company.  IQF inv is an index 
that the total image quality including the contrast and granu-
larity has been quantified.  The higher IQF inv leads to the 
higher image quality which means that the image can depict 
smaller, lower contrast signals.

As indicated in Fig.16, a 1 cm-thick CDRAD phantom was 

placed between PMMAs, which each of them has the thick-
ness of 5 cm under two conditions: The condition A with two 
PMMAs (10 cm) and the condition B with four PMMAs (20 
cm) assuming exposure to a human body were chosen for 
the study.  Fig. 17 shows the relation between the exposure 
dose and the relative IQF inv. In the relative IQF inv, 3.6 
mAs in the condition A and 10 mAs in the condition B were 
normalized as the IQF inv value of ‘1’.  According to Fig. 
17, the relative IQF inv without a grid is lower than with a 
grid and the image quality was assumed to be reduced due to 
scattered X-ray.  However, it shows that applying the Virtual 
Grid indicates higher relative IQF inv value at any exposure 
condition than when a grid was used.  Since the above can be 
confirmed in the conditions A and B with the various thick-
nesses of PMMAs, it can be said that the Virtual Grid has an 
effect of improving the image quality at least up to the condi-
tion B.  Fig. 18 shows a CD curve at 3.6 mAs under the con-
dition A.  Compared to images exposed with a grid, smaller 

Fig. 18　Contrast detail curve (3.6 mAs) Fig. 19　Contrast detail curve (1.8 mAs)

Fig. 17　Calculation results of IQFinvFig. 16　Study conditions using CDRAD phantom
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Fig. 20　Image comparison (anti-scatter grid vs. Virtual Grid)

and lower contrast signals are rendered in images obtained 
using the Virtual Grid, and it can be confirmed that signal 
degradation does not occur during the “Granularity Improve-
ment” processing.  Further, Fig. 19 shows a CD curve for a 
case in which the exposure without a grid is performed at 
1.8 mAs for comparison with a CD curve at 3.6 mAs under 
the condition A.  It is clear that by using Virtual Grid, image 
quality is improved even with images obtained through low-
dose exposure.

4. Results of application to images of the human body
The results of applying Virtual Grid to images of the human 

body are shown in Fig. 20.  Fig. 20(b) shows a low-dose 
image to which the Virtual Grid was applied.  It has nearly 
the same level of contrast as the image in Fig. 20 (a), which 
was exposed with a grid.  In the enlarged view comparison, 
we can confirm that the details of anatomical structures such 
as pulmonary vessels, ribs, and the heart are close to those of 
grid exposure images, and that even in terms of sharpness and 
granularity, the Virtual Grid provides image quality compa-
rable to that acquired with grid exposure.

5. Summary
We have explained the priniciples of image improvement 

achieved through the newly developed Virtual Grid in com-
parison to conventional grid methods.  We have also verified 
through physical experiments that the use of this technology 
can improve the contrast degradation and granularity caused 
by scattered X-rays, enhancing image quality.  We antici-
pate broad applications of this technology to contribute in 
improving both image quailty and workflow, and we intend 
to continue developing technology that will lead to further 
improvements in the quality of medical care in future.
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